
Jovan Zatezalo 
Software Engineer 
Building products that will help people optimize their lives and workflow is my goal. 

jovan@zatezalo.dev +381 64 495 3669 

zatezalo.dev twitter.com/zax_xyz 

github.com/zatezalo 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Sofware Engineer 
Clockwork xyz 
04/2023 - 10/2023,  USA 
Clockwork is an open-source automation software for the Solana
blockchain. 

Implemented a robust data pipeline using Vector.dev for
real-time collection and transformation of Solana blockchain
metrics. Streamlined data flow with Vector's VRL for
efficient parsing and transformation, integrated with
InfluxDB for data storage, and used Grafana for visualizing
the data. This pipeline enabled real-time analysis of Solana
metrics, improving system performance understanding. 

Created a mobile app that makes automated transactions 

Engineered an off-chain process to monitor smart contract
events, triggering updates in the DynamoDB table whenever
validators achieved predefined milestones. 

Software Engineer 
AltLabs - Filmine adoption catalyst 
04/2021 - 02/2023,  Belgrade, Serbia 
AltLabs is one of leading blockchain company in Serbia 

Enhanced software systems to help miners already mining
on Filecoin to onboard more deals for storage 

Increased productively with Product Team to understand
requirements around Filecoin miners onboarding and
improved flows with a scientific approach 

Software Engineer 
Gradjevinar 
06/2020 - 04/2021,  Belgrade, Serbia 
Gradjevinar is a company that developed software for construction
companies 

Implemented Java and React components from ground up
for the development of a construction management app 

EDUCATION 

Computer Science 
RAF - Computer Science Faculty 
Belgrade,Serbija 

SKILLS 

Rust GoLang JS HTML CSS React.js 

Next.js Git PostgreSQL MySQL Solana 

Docker Kubernetes AWS Management 

PROJECTS 
Live Ops Manager (11/2023 - 03/2024) 

Live Ops Manager is a tool to manage operations, see them clearly
on a timeline. You can test it out on www.liveopsmanager.com 

Developed the product fully in next.js and golang 

ArtNova (09/2023 - 11/2023) 
UI for AI-generated tattoos 

Grappa (11/2022 - 01/2023) 
Led full discovery and delivery cycle with an engineering team. 

Identified client's pain points in business organization 

Proposed and developed innovated software solution 

Decreased the number of temp workers for business operations 

Co-owner of restaurant “Ribar u Beogradu”
 (2022 - 2023) 

Leading digital operations 

Got the Instagram account from 1300 to 4000 followers in 3
months 

Boosted Google reviews from 20 - 100 with an average grade of 4.9 

Software Engineer and Founder of ZaxGroup (2021) 
Creating digital footprints for companies (presentational layer on
webflow and digital marketing) 

Creating shops, blogs and custom software for companies 

LANGUAGES 
English 

Serbian 

Russian 
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